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Notice of an urgently needed public effort;
Seminar on Public Transport*
organised hy "Campaign for Public Transportn
Seer. Mrs S. Rutherford.
Sunday, June 25, 2 p.m. to 9 p.m. At Younger-Ross
Ball, Cnr Keppel and Swanston Streets* near
Melbourne University.

Cur Special Autumn Issue 1
A Season of Seminars.
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I."Who Runs This Town ? M Lecture Series.
2. M.M.B.W. Seminars.
3. The R.AJC.A. Sunbury Convention.
4« The "Deprived West" Seminar.

I.WHO RUNS THIS TOWN ?
j
The Fitzroy Hbumenical Centre ran six lectures from April to May hearing
Is .M^OJTJ ', A. Hill, K. Hardiman, J. Pater son, C. Benjamin and M*. Bowman on one
aspect or another of this useful theme/. Involved was not examination of any future
plan ( as were the M.M.B.W. Und Sunbury events) or a political demand for a
better deal (the deprived west " seminar), but rather to examine the machinary
•and procedures by which citizens exercise ( or fail to exercise) the present
ramshackle, competitive , decision-making machinery within which the pull of the
powerful outweighs the popiilar interests.
There was too much meat here to review it adequately in "Irregular"
We welcome the establishment of the services provided by a Centre for urban
research training and action" as the Fitzroy Ecumenical Centre describes itself,
^and the publication,of "Etcstasis" ( available 124 Napier Street, Fitzroy, 3065,
of P.O. box 94 Fitzroy. 'phone 41.2050) It is worthwhile keeping in touch with
this centre.
>'..."
Editors Explanation. ; to strike a similar trendy note and to show the writer
has not "been uninfluenced by the ibumenical vexed question of " who runs what
and how ?" the examination of the next three seminars will each deal first with
the participatory arrangements.
2, The M.M.B.W. Seminars.
'Explanation and "Questionation", not Participation.
One all-Melbourne seminar and five sub-regional ones ..
?Ringwood,~Br^o ad meadows,; Sunshine and Dallas Brooks Ball....

at Dandenong,

According to Chairman Croxford's "introduction" to the M.M.B.W. "Planning
Policies for Melbourne Metropolitan Region" Report " it is intended to stimulate
public dialogue with interested organisations and individuals by inviting their
participation in seminars."
"Any plan reflects the interest:- &irL inputs
of people and will only be as good as the nuniher of people who take an active
part by contributing to the ultimate decision."
Now this is a first -time experiment and perhaps it must "be excused
weaknesses arising from inexperience on this account.But equally, it is important
to asses :what degree of success attended this experiment.
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M.M.B.W. Seminar contd. ... , ,
Basically the seminars were-explanatory and explanatory onfcr. Certainly at tne
all-Melbourne seminar at Monash and the C.B.D. ..inner.. mi/Hta suburbs seminar at
Dallas Brooks Hall there were selected platform speakers, some of them critical.
In this respect , we urge readers to obtidn and the study "Report 0*1 Proceedings ^
of the Seminar held at Monash University, 26th Feb.1972 on the Board of Works Report."
... read Ledger. Clark, Lobley, Christensen, Woodlock and. Gardner. We 'also suggest that
the reader ask the Foard to .maka. available the addresses of Grouse,aflbwe, Loder and
Jackson given -at-the Dallas Brooks meeting.
John Citizen;, however, had to content himself with questions. Numbers of
questioners at all seminars,obviously" had-points of view and were trying to put them,
,
but could do so only by the twisted, frustrating manoevre of casting their ideas in the
form of a question to which the speaker , who was asked, had another "Go" without a
further "Go" for the hapless qustioner.
The Dallas Brooks, meeting looked more hopeful. It advertised on the program
"general discussion" from 6.§0 p.m. to 7 p.m.'. but, when the great moment for such
severely -limited "participation" arrived, it turned out to be only the familiar
question and answer session with., a. panel of all speakers at once
There was no evidence of shorthand v/riters or tape-recorders to record for the
Board's experts such opinions as were expressed ( couched awkwardly in a question)
that might have been worth considering. There was no invitation to the audience to
submit their ideas in writing., nor provision of forms on which to submit them.
whilst admirably, ellim, polite and diplomatic, Chief Planner Hepburn and other
Board officers gave only explanatory-type reactions to questions. One never detecte"
even the outward show of reflection, let alone- sensed . any genuine humility of
attitude that would give confidence that the Boards officers felt that opinions they
heard expressed anything worthwhile considering. True the Boards proposals in :.-,;
1:.:.fences may in many instances have been more community orientated than those of the
questioner, The Plan worth defending, Certainly the BOard had a right to its own position
But, let's face it. The concent of "public paorktix qrafcteaxKaa dialogue" was cot
implemented. "Participation "by John Citizen or Germaine Citizen except as question (a
distorted and helpless form) was not possible•
Maybe it is impractical at such functions to provide for this, maybe there ,were
too many platform speakers to make it possible to find time.
Whatever the reason;, let us not pretend that "questions" araldialogue M or
'participation" in Croxford's .phraseology.
The M.M.B.W*. Newsletter of 5th May '72 is honest "As a result of a series of
seminars" it reports..."... more than 4000 people have abetter understanding of
what the plan seeks to achieve., .the seminars vrere held, to outline the planningxrsgE
proposalsj>" (sic!)
Fair enough.,
But let us remind any reader interested that Croxford in the
same introduction said "o.. the ,oard proposes to receive and consider all suggestions
for alterations, or improvements to the proposals not only during the objection peif^.
bjrt during the course, of examining the proposals.as well."
In a "special edition" Newsletter of U t h May it is reported that the M.M.B.W
is to ask the Minister to extend the time of ob jections from 2.6.'72 to 2.7.*72•
To Plan or ot 0 Plan or the "Nitty-Grjtty^BBitty".
Judging by the-Boards's Newsletter on its own seminars (5»5»'72, II .5* '72)
the important thing to gauge is the property owners opposition.'
"Questions asked at the Seminars indicated that the most controversial aspect was
the Board5s proposals for non-urban areas as opposed to urban areas."
***':The problems'-of people who owned property in non urban areas and wished to
build a Jaouse on it."
.<>. "major reserves especially in the Yarra "Valley, Dandencng Creek and Maribyrong
River were criticised by some antt applauded by other. Property owners within these
areas wanted to know how; their interest were affected."
...." future quarrying and mining activities, this brought understan able opposition
from people living close to an area " (5«5. 72)
It would be fair to say from outward appearances, that what aost pre-oocupiea
the Board's planning officers is what they call "nitty-gritty" aspects of their plan.
Can I sell my farm for housing ? Can build|in non urban wedge ? Htw is my land zoned ?
So, the. requested extension of time for lodging objections is for "nitty grittyBpurp<
"The Board believes that the six public meetings already held have adequately
presented proposals to the public" (Just s© • What did we say ?) no "dialogue" or
"participation" pretended here)... ,fbut tgere is need for many individual members of the
public to obtain more information on their own problems and to decide their own course
of action (it is the individual whonis the "nitty-gritty" ... not the aommunity)
wit is believed this could best be done by arranging an evening exhibition of the
planning scheme at each of the Council offices in the Extension Area and to make
Board Officers available at the same time to answer individual questions." (This to
apply to "Berwick, Bulla,' Heal=>sville, Melton, Shorbrmoke, Werribee and Whittlesea.)1

.M.M.B.W. Seminar
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The Board, in other words, seems to be overwhelmed by the msot primitive problem
of all; whether their plans can "stick" or whether the pressures of the most'selfcentred and speculative elements in the community, considered as individuals, are to
force them to abandon their green wedljps' and conservation areas. This issue is atr -h
such an elementary "nitty -gritty" level, that, if the Board and Government
concentrates on these issues and fights them on the level of property -owner
"ethics,? ( if there is such a thing), it will tend to lose the battle of planning
altogether.
Always the backward, speculative element'which is inescapably embeeded in all
property-owners ,'good, bad and indifferent,n can be defeated only by appealing to
the community-spirited side of the same people.

To de_ something for the benefit of the community means "to plan" i. e. to r trict
restrict-! individuals from doing what tbey want., where this runs counter to the
teommon interests.
The issue "to plan or hot to plan" therefore is best tackled positively by
encouraging community spirited people to support what is good and appeal to the
community spirited side of everyone else.
The Board seems to have "lost course". The 'dialogue and "participation" rr-;i
envisaged by the Chairman seems to be petering out inti? " nitty gritty" property
frights "•
3*. The Sunbury Convention
A Model'-, of Study and Participation
' " ' ' . ' ' '

•

.

.

;•
•
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At the. other extreme, was the 21st Australian Architectural Convention held over
three days at sunbury, An arcfidtectur students convention of some 500 (encamped
along a creek in living Units variously constructed of cardboard, Pud bricks,
sundry plastic materials, sheepskins amd some even" convent ial canvas)ran for one week
and concurrently in the wekkenf there was a Fair, a grand parade ( a sort of mini
Moomba) a pop concert and an exhibition.
All delegates were issued with a report, entitled "A StudyfSir&n Australian
New Town ".Quite-unlike the M.M.B'.W. style, there was no long explanatory addresses.
Instead the whole convention , including the students, were split into six work-groups
the object being to stimulat the maximum participation by all present.
Each work group tackled four main topics, (i) social issues, (2) conservation
and ecological issues, (3) economic and physical issues and (4) political issues.
Each group was serviced'by an inter-discipliary assortment of 6 to 8 experts and
attended by a member of the design team who had contributed to the Sutabury Study
Project.
The discussion was guided by questions. It was made clear in the study report
' and by the nature of the questions themselves,that the whole exercise was not to be
takne as a recommendation for the actual development of a "satellite city" of 100.000
to 200,00 at Sunbury, but rather as an illustration (using Sunbury to make it
realistic) of the better sort of integrated palnned developmebt which could be
feasib e for Melbourne's outward growth. "It is not suggested that Sunbury should
necessarily be developed. It is not suggestd that the Sunbury area is necessarily'
the best area or the only area to be singled out for any tyoe of development....
the Design Team- hoped to demonstrate a planning process" (p II)
The President in opening proceedings on the first day cracked' that it had been
dubbed "xxkEocKKBX&3&£xMB^xK&3a^
xxxMmxmiKBisatnKXxiaxxxfc^
"the unconventional Convention". What could, be said after three days of participatory
discussions and under the impact of two types of mixtures at once.... mixed
disciplines and mixed age groups.... that anyone who came with a convnetional attitude
and managed to depart with it was already, too old to learn , because there was plenty
if learning for everyone.
Some "Firsts"
The Architttcts Institute deserves considerable recognition for what appear to be
a number of 'firsts"-for a professional organisation at least for Australia.
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The Sunbury Convention contd.
It was an event which incorporated.....
I) Students playing an integrated role with graduates.
2)Thrown open to the public at large (anyone at all could enroll, although
$5o00 for non-students for each session was pitched too high to attract a really
wide cross section)
3)Preceded by a serious nine months study made by an inter-disciplinary design
team whose findings and data were available before the convention.
4) Selected professionals from other disciplines sought out and invited to assist
with work group discussions.
5)An exhibition for popular presentation to the public and enlisting the
co-operation of the local shire and community to stage a Fair, Gymkana and
procession to attract the t&tention of the public generally.
6) ELection of a ffitbakSn? wode committee of action, to pursue the better type
"planning process" through to practical conclusion.

/'

And although not at Sunbury -rJhc?Q3-fo £$#•••• *-"
7) Staging of a public platform (at Dallas Brooks Hall) of leading politicians
(tow Liberal... Hamer an?. Hunt, and two Labour... Whitlam and Dunstan) all vieing With
each other to agree on de (Centralis at ion, Federal moneys for urban planning purposes
and public participation in planning.
Indeed an exercise that warrants commendation as an earnest effort to arise above
the stultification imposed by private enterprise and public bureaucracy on urban
development" . A credit to those with
imagination to conceive the project
and to carry it through.' a credit to the hard organising it entailed.
u
It is disgraceful that the money for this project had to be found from
James Har&ie and Co, Pty, Ltd and not from the Government.
Right and Wromg Arguments
The Steering Committee- of the Conventionmust have been quite puzzled as to how to
bridge the gap (that often seems unbridgeable, in some of the discussion groups)
between the survival -conscious, anti -consumerism, anti-waste, simple-life -style
fundamentalism of the students, and the more conventional next-practical-step, /"*;
albeit more sensitive approach of the older generation.
An attempt was made to wrap up all issues and attitudes in an ommnibus resolution
placed before the full assembly of the convention in the final session.
John Bayly, whose job -wasisupposed to be to "summarise" the convention (some j>ob 3)
said there were issues at two levels both of which demanded immediate
attention
but the first of which had to do with short term problems (such as Sunbury) and the
second with longer -termn problems such as the-ecological ©risis.
He illustrated -the scale of issue in a very clever way. His argument ran something
like this : That if one took the population of Sunbury now , you would have to
multiply it by a factor of 25 or so to arrive at the future popluation of Sunbury
planned by the Study. This planned population would need then to be multipied by a
factor of 25 to equal the then population of Melbourne. Melbourne's population would
need to be multipied by another 25 to equal the population of the Great Boswash
Konurbation (i.e. Boston, New York, Wsshington urban belt) where said Bayly, signs
of crisis ixBbx3s£xsx& were indeed beginning to show.
Let's ^t: our perspectives right, he argued. Anything we do at Sunbury, important
v as itiSusy'suld have no impact for years and years which could remotely compare with
the crisis of Boswash* So the students, right as they are to be deeply concerned
about world ecological crisis needn't worry that Sunbury is going to be e$ serious
contributing factor,
What is Rigjrt ? What is Wrong ?

Fair enough to prove that for every soul at Sunbury now there will be 16,000 souls in
Boswash ( or whatever) or better, because Sunbury would always be inescapably part
of Melbourne, that there ?Te 6C0 times the number of souls in Boswash as compared to
Melbournet So, 0tS 0 there ie 600 times more technology, 600 times more pollution
6CC times the size of damage0
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The Siinbury Convention cont.
What is wrong about this idea is that Bayley apparently identifies the crisis to
the biosphere with the sheer size of cities, with "conurbani sat ion" ( to give hi© his
due, mo doubt, so do many of the students) . But this is not the case. The
ecological crisis is a world crisis, not a oity^risis -'eper se. It is technology
not population-distribution 'that determines the issue. Wiih a given level of
uncontrolled modern technology, whether it is'concentrated in a few conurbanations
or sea tered over thousands of smaller cities, there will still be the same degree
of pollution of the air, pollution of the ocean, the same damage from heat levels
on a world scale*
Western urban man therefore whether he lives in present Sunbury or Boswash has
an equal responsibility to cut down on energy , and ( amongst other things) to plan
hos aities so that they assist this process.
Bayley read the omnibus resolution which inckuded the proposal that the
Institute request the Bulla Shire Council , the M.M.B,W. and the T.C.P.F. to
support the scheme and press the Government for finance.'The Shire President said
the Council had 2C applications for permits next Monday , and he wanted guidance.
Bayley called for anyone who opposed in principle.
jfeurie Crow moved an amendment deleting all. reference to development at Sunbury.
He argues thatv although the resolution spoke of "optimisation of energy", expansion
mf uribury, according to the design study would have the opposite effect, "because
it was an integral part of a radiSLa corridor pattern proposed by the. M.M.B.Yif.
If planners were tp set out to produce a pattern of city growth designed to
maximiise the use of cars between the eveir , elongated radial spokes, this was it.
Along linear southgea.sterb corridor would n't have the same effect. He aaid he
also opposed "it on sociological grounds saying that it v/ould not help the deprived"
north west, but gave no reasons.
Th. • resolution was then watered down somefohat by inclusion of the idea that
the support should be for "examining" the soheme
The fact is that the Bernard Evans plan for "balanced " development was adapted
by Hamer innI968 and it was Hamer whih, when approached by the Institute in 1971
and told it pro osed to do a study of Berwick, asked the Institute to do Sunbury
instead.
Neither the Study Report, nor the questions for the Conventions Yfork Groups
discussion were framed to permit discussion of the advisability of Sunbury in
relation to Melbourne -as a regional problem! Discussion was either on general lines,,
or about uribury in particular,
-; Iff the Institute, withour discussion by its own Convention, presses for a city
the size of Geelong at Sunbury, it will do irreparable harm to the very causes it
is trying to champion, if Crow is right.
No-one minds if the Shire of Bulla is permitted to %ound-off" Sunbury *s inbalance
with more employment opportunities and social facilities, better public transport and
better design concepts borrowed from the Study to take in "natural growth", Btit, to
use Bayley 's argument in reverse and apply them to planning,as he did to ecology,'
:
todayss" Sunbury
and tomorrow's Geelong; there is as. big a disproportion between
sized Sunbury as there is between Melbourne and ?oswash»
The Shire could adopt a mini-plari for Sunbury -as -is without trying to have the
Government adopt a Sunbury for 200,ID00.
People rushing into obtain' permits in an area designed as urban/n the ( as yet
unapproved) M.M.B.W. Regional Plan, which looks KEEKBCX a most likely starter by the
very publicity generated by the'institute do'not
prove that there is "natural"
local pressure. They only prove, if anything, that speculators rush in wher planners
should fear to tread.

To use this "pressure" to argue that a Geelong-sized Sunbury is justified is to arg
in a cirle. The Institute's splendid efforts deserve a better fate*
Readers are urged to obtain a copy of "A Study for an Australian Hfew Town", study
reflect on the many fine and improved ideas for Australian suburban -style lige and
methods of tackling obtstacles..
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4. THE DEPRIVED WEST SEMINAR.
ibtion Participation.

A one day seminar with a political objective of action for the immediate improvemen
to the western suburbs; pluj? a subsidised registration fee of $I.0O..(. including a meal)
attracted a across section of local people containing a far higher percentage of
indii-strual workers and white collar wmrkers than seemed evident either', at the M.M.B.W
or the Sunbury- seminars* It 'was held on 7/5/ "'73? at the Highway Motel ,Deer Park and
sponsored by Sinshine: Lions Clubs,Sunshine Advocate and backed by various citizens
groups throughout the western suburbsc
The program provided for questions of the speakers to'themorning session bit in
ptactice there was no time for this. The afternoon session, however, broke up into
discussion groups based on locality (ffeg. MeltonSt. Albans, Willimmstcwn, 2 for Sunshine
Altona, Footscray etc ) and the groups reported back to a plenary session. Delegates
then left names for further participation in "Action Groups" depending "on their
interests ( e.g. emplojnneht and transport, education , health and welfare, environment,
sewerage, water and so on.)
' Almost Unanimous
Really excellent papers were given which left the listener ( or reader... ; .*K>/<
copies were immediately available to delegates at the seminar) in no doubt that tL
western and notheren'sunurbs are seriously deprived, whether it is a hospital bed,
'a kindergarten place, a job for a housewife , a scholarship for a student or even
an average amou t paid in interest charges for consumer good. Moreover, what services
there were tended to be supported less by Government subsidy and more by locral
impost ( i.e. the more affluent workers of east and south can raise more $1 for $1
funds, whereas in the west the lower voluntary impost has to be supplemented by
a higher involuntary impost* e.g. in the form of rates or charges to make up for the
proportion^ate lack of Government subsidy)
X'.

%

Readers are ugged to get hold of this set of papets ( if still available) from
Mr W,H. Williams, Seminar Sec, 23 C Northumberland Rd. North sinshine'3020. Read for
yourself the research of Cpulson, Roberson. Jenkins, Bo tomley, Roper,Benjamin and Burgej
The unanimity on deprivation seemed to be proved excpet on sewerage and water _ny
supplywhere M.MRB.V/0 Chief Engineer Robertson challenged Cr Ted Coulson' statistics.
Robertson did not contest Coulspn's'c nclusion of "apalling deficiencies in the
Western suburbs inrelation to water, sewerage and drainage "What he said was that such
a state was typical of outer areas anywhere in Melbourne and , in fact the West /?«,'
slightly better ofiiS per head in such areas than the east... it was a question of
the 'deprived metropolis" a
writer
. . .
The"^E£e"wills not, enter the gladiatoial field' of rival statistical methodriilogi.es,
save to comment { quite a few of the above speakers on alternative subjects) that
statistics were simply unavailable to make accurate research possible.',
beset
This sa„me statistical difficulty no doubt \ :l Colin Benjamin and Bob Burgell,
social workers, in presentation of a ^research summary" when thay gave aggregate
figures from 737 square miles of "West" (Altona, Footscray, Mel{r<&»
• Sunshine, Werribee, Bulla,. Williamstown, Keilor, Coburg, Broadmeadows,Brunswick and
Essendon) to compare 'to aggregate figures for the' 739 square miles of East.. '
(Camberwell, Hawthorn, Kew, BoxHill, Doncasterfti Templestowem Nunawading, Bingwood,
Croydon, Lilydale, Caulfield, Malvern, Prahran, St, Kilfta, Brighton, Oakleigh,
Sandrlngham, Moorabin, Mordialloc 2 -Waverly, Springvale and Chelsea.)
It would be comparing like with like'to compare urban built up areas, west
versus east,But would not Melton, Werribeo, Bulla, Keilor, contain miich less
urban development than ajfe to be f und in Lilydale, Croydon, Done aster Temple s't owe, t
The writer does not know, but only suspect sack it0but Burgell. and Benjamin do not
deal with this difficulty. Have they therefore' -some what over-proved a good case.?
Confusion of Thought

The residents of the western suburbs are mainly,' industrial workers and the west h
has as axonsequence "eeen a relative strong hold of Labour, naturally with its
complement of left-wing labour-,
-:
.-
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It is surprising therefore to detect a confusion of thought when thinking about
the '^deprivation" subject which seemed equally to permeate, labour left, right
and whatevero
The confusion betwean l) The Standard of services for the present residents
an!
2) Plans for future urban development.'
"! These are completely different iissues, and to confuse servic east and ards with I
development of undeveloped areas will only land the laborites in an anti-labour
positionand enmesh the left wing in an unforgivable opportunits tangle of good and-bad elements so they will find themselves backing ybe bad along with the good •
One suspects for example that the Burbjell Benjamin exercise referred to above vcomparing 737 sq. miles of east with 739 sq ndlos of west ms more than somewhat
influenced by a concern for equal "development11.
¥e use the words of Cr. C0ulson, however, to illustrate our point in a sharper way
In doing so we are not more critical of ^oulson yhan anybody else ( ideed we admiro
his honesty and preparedness " to take the Government on" )
Coulsonshowed the I9&7 TarfSbaSsxeT.C»P«B'»»s elongated south eastern corridor
design with no further growth to north and west. He said ( which is untrue...) That
this influences the Government (See Hamerf'TOLniLteial statement, Hansard 24»2. '68 ^ .
p.3244 and M»M«B.W. I97TELanndng Policies for Region p.I3« Govt.policy was to
encourage renewed growth in northern and western suburbs to restore balance)
He attacked the Government for the T.C.P.B future growth pattern and mixed up
standard of sewerage and water in the west , compared to the east (good enough) with
issues such as the "West's " claim to water and sewerage development.
The question has to be asked; if there were an extra 300,000 souls in a great
Meltori corridor stretching out beyond the present 300,000 souls already residiing
there, would this improve the standard of services for the present population ?
Did the Richmond workers have improved conditions because Melbourne grew to
Frarikston and DancCenong ? ire C\Llingwood workers better off because Melbourne
stretches to Ringwood and Elthanu
Of course the land speculators, building firms and some of the larger
manufacturing and commercial interests, whose size or la,nff ownership would give
them monopoly and dominating positions to reap a bonanza from rapid western
growth, Would benefit. But laborites who cannot distinguish enough to realise
that they are talking so generally that they include in ,:us"..« :,our speculators",
*'our big capitalists", !tour big monopolists" are begindning to forfiet
their right to call themselves laboiio
Indeed the essence of the deprived west" is really "deprived working class*" PU'O
suburbs and is an ail"Melbourne problem and a worker's policy must clearly be
and all-Melbourne one, and not one of the eastern workers versus the western
workers, or even white-collar workers versus blue collar workers.
Coulson's complaint "the west is producing wealth for the community, but as
a community is not developing as it deserves to develop "(p 4) should be
changed to " the west is producing wealth for the community, but not a high
enough proportion of this wealth is ploughed back to the west to raise the
standard of services for the people who have produced this wealth "J!
Odd Spote nP,fr You Miss wA?o» Front Page Story? May 20. '72
In ease you did, here is as much as we can quote to fill up to the end of this
pagea
TKhitlamg Protect Nature ^

''.Uach level of Governmet shoulda accept specific respogaisAbiUMttSisep Mr Whitla
dinner at Montsalvat, artists colony, ELtham... He said that the basis of environmental
development under a Labor Governemet would be an optimum environment statement. This
wr-ijld be similar to the universal Declaration of Human Rights.
"The statement
»!•';
v- >/;•.• jili be a summary of agreed environmental goals expressed in terms of
access to resources such as natural assets, open soaoe$ Variety of education,
employment and recreation and freedom from pollution,, " Mr Whitlam said,
"It will make explicit the fact that our resources can be overstrained by
a YT!incriminate development in much the same way that pastures can be denuded if
farmers inllflG-i'imnately enlarge their herds«
"We can make our optimum environment statement most effective by seeing that people
feel involved in it and not merely obliged to adhere to it.
i:
0ur chances of preserving the quality of our environment dppends very largely upon
willing observafe&er.of standard a and not enforced obedience.
"We should see therefore -that the public voice is heard in the preparation of
the statement from its earliest stages., w

I#
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The Deprived West Seminar cnmt.
It is surprising therefore to detect a confusion of thought when thinking about
the '^deprivation" subject which seemed equally to permeate labour left, right
and whatever.
The confusion betwean I) The Standard of services for the present residents
and
2) Plans for future urban development.'
'2 These are completely different issues, and to confuse service<sstandards with i
development of undeveloped areas will only land the laborites in an anti-labour
positionand enmesh the left wing in an unforgivable opportunits tangle of good and»bad elements so they will find themselves backing jrhe bad along with the good.
One suspects for example that the Burbjell Benjamin exercise referred to above e
comparing 737 sq. miles of east with 739 sq ndles of west ms more than somewhat
influenced by a concern for equal '^development".
We use the words of Cr. C0ulson, however, to illustrate our point in a sharper way
In doing so we are not more critical of ^oulson Jrhan anybody else ( ideed we admire
his honesty and preparedness " to take the Government on" }
Coulsonshowed the I967 TasJgbtBfcgeT.C»P.B»s elongated south eastern corridor
design with no further growth to north and west. He said ( which is untrue...) That
this influences the Government (See Hamers" "Minister al statement, Hansard 24.2. '68 x .
p.3244 and M.M.B.W. I97IELanning Policies for Region p.13* Govt.policy was to
encourage renewed growth in northern and western suburbs to restore balance)
He attacked the Government for the T.C.P.B'future growth pattern and mixed up
standard of sewerage and water in the west , compared to the east (good enough) with
issues such as the "West's " claim to water and sewerage development.
The question has to be askeds if there were an extra 300,000 souls in a great
Melton corridor stretching out beyond the present 300,000 souls already residiing
there, would this improve the standard of services for the present population ?
Did the Richmond workers have improved conditions because Melbourne grew to
Frarikston and Dandenong ? Are Ccllingwood workers better off because Melbourne
stretches to Ringwood and Eltham.
Of course the land speculators, building firms and some of the larger
manufacturing and commercial interests, whose size or lanff ownership would give
them monopoly and dominating positions to reap a bonanza from rapid Y^estern
growth, would benefit. But laborites who cannot distinguish enough to realise
that they are talking so generally that they include in "us"... "our speculators",
"our big capitalists", "our big monopolists" are begindning to forfiet
th\eir right to call themselves labor.
Indeed the essence of the "deprived west" is really "deprived working class" PU:.J
suburbs and is an all-Melbourne problem and a worker's policy must clearly be
and all-Melbourne one, and not one of the eastern workers versus the western
workers, or even white-collar workers versus blue collar workers.
Coulson's complaint "the west is producing wealth for the community, but as
a community is not developing as it deserves to develop "(p 4) should be
changed to " the west is producing wealth for the community, but not a high
enough proportion of this wealth is ploughed back to the west to raise the
standard of services for the people who have produced this wealth nl I
Odd Spot, jftk You Miss HteewFront Page. Story?

May 20. '72

In ease you did, here is as much as v/e can quote to fill up to the end of this
page.
"Whitlam? Pfcotect Nat lire

"Each level of Governmet shoulda accept specific respctaraibdQj&tSsE^ Mr Whitlam to
dinner at Montsalvat, artists colony, Eltham... He said that the basis of environmental
development under a Labor Governemet would be an optimum environment statement. This
would be similar to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
"The statument
"•"•
v-.- ..•;• will be a summary of agreed environmental'goals expressed in terms of
access to resources such as natural assets, open soace$ Variety of education,
employment and recreation and freedom from pollution, " Mr Whitlam said.
"It will make explicit the fact that our resources can be overstrained by
-JTTIisscriminate development in much the same way that pastures can be denuded if
farmers iM:5 sea-imnately enlarge their herds ©
"We can make our optimum environment statement most effective by seeing that people
feel involved in it and not merely obliged to adhere to it.
"Our chances of preserving the quality of our environment dppends very largely upon
willing observaMe-'iof ata,ndards and not enforced obedience.
"We should see therefore ,that the public voice is heard in the preparation of
the statement from its earliest stages. "

